Licence for the king's knight William Oldehale, as above (see p. 273).

By p.s. etc.

Grant to the king's sergeant Thomas Baker, chafewax in chancery, his heirs and assigns, for his service to Henry V and the king, of a close called 'Borplingscroft' in Caunton, co. Norfolk, containing 20 acres of land worth 6s. 8d. yearly, as appears in the Exchequer, in the king's hands by the death of Joan, late queen of England.

By K. etc.

Grant to Edmund, marquis of Dorset, in consideration of his being a younger brother and inheriting nothing by the death of his ancestors, of 22l. 6s. 8d. yearly, to hold to him and the heirs male of his body, from the issues of the grand sessions and other courts in the counties of Kerneredy and Cardigan, by the hands of the chamberlain of South Wales, until the king provide for him in lands to the same value, which the king will do from the first escheat or forfeiture after the date of these presents.

By p.s. etc.

Grant, for life, to the king's servant Thomas Kent, in consideration that he is a doctor of law, of the offices of secondary in the office of the privy seal and clerk of the council, taking 100l. yearly from 22 November last, to wit, 20l. from the issues of the counties of London and Middlesex, 20l. from the issues of the counties of Cambridge and Huntingdon, 20l. from the petty customs in the port of London and 10l. from the customs in the port of Sandwich; grant also that he may hold the offices by deputy when occasion require; in lieu of a grant thereof, during pleasure, of the said date, surrendered.

MEMBRANE 7.

The like to the same of the same (Buckingham being substituted for Cambride and Huntingdon), in lieu of a grant thereof dated 15 March, last, surrendered.

Mandate in pursuance to the customers in Sandwich.

The like to the sheriffs of Buckingham.

The like to the sheriffs of London and Middlesex.

The like to the customers of the petty custom in London. 

Vacated because otherwise above.

Grant to the abbot and convent of the abbey of Abyngdon of 20 deer yearly, to wit, 1 doe and 2 bucks within Wodestoke park, 2 bucks and 1 doe within Cornbury park, 2 bucks and 1 doe within Rickley park, 2 bucks within the park of Hampsted Marchall, 2 bucks and 1 doe within the forest of Shotteroe and Stowe Wode, and 2 bucks and 1 doe from Hooe wode forest, by livery of the keepers of the said parks and forests; in lieu of a grant by Henry I of a tenth of the deer killed in Wyndesere forest, which amounted to twenty or thirty deer or more, surrendered, the said forest being distant from the abbey, and the deer delivered being often unseasonable, to the great cost of the abbey and convent.

By p.s. etc.

Grant, for life, to John Goldying, carpenter, of the office of chief carpenter and disposey and surveyor of the works within the palace of Westminster and the Tower of London, taking 20l. yearly from Michaelmas, 16 Henry VI, from the farm of the counties of London and Middlesex and the issues thereof, with a robe yearly of the suit of esquires of the household, or a sum yearly therefor, as William Yerdherst had in his life; in